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THE ARCHITECTURAL HISTOEY OE THE 
OHUROH OE ST. LEONARD, HYTHE. 

BY THE REV. Q. M. LIVETT, E.S.A. 

A DESCRIPTION of St. Leonard's Church, Hythe, given by the 
Vicar, the Eev. Herbert Dale, at the Annual Meeting of the 
Society in July, 1912, is printed in this volume. In the pre-
sent Paper, designed to be purely architectural in character, a 
certain amount of repetition will be necessary in order to 
present the facts, and deductions therefrom, in a manner 
intelligent to the reader. The reader is invited to make a 
preliminary study of the illustrations, and also to make 
coiistant reference to them while perusing the Paper. Some 
of the photographs here reproduced were taken by Mr. Hubeit 
Elgar, the Sooiety's honorary photographer; others have 
been supplied by Messrs". P. J. Parsons, Ltd.* The plans and 
sections have been specially prepared, for publication in this 
volume, by Mr. W. H. Elgar of Folkestone, who for the time 
and pains he has bestowed upon them has placed the Society 
under a deep debt of gratitude. The main lines of the 
general ground-plan were taken from measurements made 
by myself and carefully plotted, and I am responsible also 
for the historical ground-plan and section of the ohurch 
(which Mr. W. H. Elgar has kindly redrawn for reproduc-
tion), as well as for the arrangement of the plate of 
mouldings; for all the rest, namely, for the details of the plan, 
the oymagraphs of the mouldings, the three architectural 
sections, aud the isometric projection of the building, Mr. 
Elgar is alone responsible. The view of the architectural 
history of the church expressed in this Paper is the result of 
a careful survey and study of the building, with the assist-
ance of these plans and sections, and a discussion of doubtful 
points with Mr. Dale, Mr. Elgar and Dr. Bandall Davis. I t 

* 145 High Street, Hythe. 
VOIi. x x x , T 
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has not been reached without considerable hesitation: 
indeed, while the evolution of the building herein sketched 
out seems to me to be, not only possibly but rather probably, 
the true solution of the problem which the building presents 
to the student, at the same time it must be confessed that 
with regard to the destroyed eastern portions it draws 
largely upon the imagination: in some respects it has been 
reached by the exclusion of theories that seemed to be 
untenable rather than by positive evidence remaining in the 
structure. I shall venture to state .my view without con-
fusing the sketch by detailed discussion of rejected theories. 

The church is certainly one of the most attractive in 
Kent. Its situation is remarkable, standing as it does upon 
the steep slope of the cliffs that dominate the old Cinque 
Port, immediately above the town that borders the dried-up 
haven, overlooking the houses that are crowded together 
with small gardens enclosed by old stone walls, and the long 
level lanes and streets that run east and west closely parallel 
and are connected at short intervals with one another and 
the High Street by little cross-lanes running up and down 
the slope. The building is romantic in character, with its 
unique ambulatory and charnel-house, and its lofty Early 
English sanctuary telling of the old-time prosperity and 
almost in the same breath of the threatened decline of the 
port, and again of the modern revival of the town's fortunes 
—for that sanctuary remained with its vaulting unfinished 
until a recent generation of worshippers found funds to 
complete a design which in grandeur and dignity, if not in 
beauty of detail, rivals the charming church of Stone near 
Dartford. The chancel, with its fine western arch, its 
arcades of clustered Purbeck shafts and moulded arches and 
its tall triplet of graceful eastern lancets enshrining its 
sanctuary, rears itself, like the choirs of Canterbury and 
Boohester, by an approach of many steps, above the level of 
the more plain and lowly nave of the people : it is a fitting-
symbol of the high and holy place of the lofty One that 
inhabiteth eternity and dwells also with them that are of a 
contrite and humble spirit. 
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The meagre materials which we possess of the early 
history of Hythe point to its being a place of some import-
ance, owing to its port and shipping, in the eleventh cen-
tury. I t is not known when it first received from the 
Crown special privileges in return for liability to ship-
service. There is no doubt that royal charters were granted 
to it long before the confederation of the Cinque Ports by 
Edward I. in 1278; it certainly received a charter in the 
reign of King John, and probably one as early as that of 
Henry I I .* Those early charters purported to trace its 
royal franchises, like those of Dover, back to the time of 
Edward the Confessor. That such relationship existed at so 
early a date between the Crown and the town seems open to 
doubt, for in Domesday there is no hint of ship-service and 
privileges such as are noted in connection with Dover. In 
the trouble with Earl G-odwine in 1052 the Confessor seems 
to have relied solely upon the Thames for his ships. We 
learn from the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle that the king ordered 
forty smacks to be equipped, and sent them to Sandwich, 
where they lay for many weeks, and failing to intercept the 
earl they returned "homeward to London." But the same 
account reveals the prosperity of Hythe at that time, for it 
tells how G-odwine and his son Harold collected ships and 
shipmen and stores from that port, as well as from others 
on the Kentish coast, and with them followed the king's 
fleet to Southwark. 

The earliest undisputed documentary reference to Hythe 
is a record of the grant of Saltwood and Hethe to Christ-
church by one Haldene or Halfdene, princeps Anglorum, in 
the year 1036.f At the time of the Domesday Survey 
Hede was accounted a "burgus appurtenant to the manor 
of Saltwood, which was held of the archbishop by knight's 
service by Hugh of Montfort. Two hundred and twenty-five 
burgesses in the borough of Hythe then belonged to the 
manor of Saltwood, and six to the manor of Lyminge, whioh 
the archbishop held in demesne. Thereafter the liberty of 

* See Round, Feudal England, 552, 563, et seq. 
t Hasted, viii,, 221; Dugdale, Mon., I., 21. 
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the town and port of Hythe, which included part of West 
Hythe, was governed by the archbishop's bailiff, assisted by 
a body of twelve jurats. And so it continued, the townsfolk 
from time to time obtaining some voice in the election of 
the baihff, until 1541, when the election passed with the 
manor of Saltwood into the hands of the Crown. In 1575 
the town received from the Crown a charter of incorpora-
tion, and thenceforward it was governed by a Mayor elected 
from the jurats by the commoners, who, to the number of 
twenty-four, formed the Council.* 

The secular connection of Hythe with Saltwood influenced 
its ecclesiastical status: from the first it must have been 
accounted a chapelry of Saltwood. In Domesday there is 
mention of a " church " at Saltwood, and not so at Hythe ; 
but it is not likely that Hythe remained long without 
a churoh of its own to supply the spiritual needs of its 
large population, its fisherfolk and shipwrights, who in their 
way and day were people of some account, to say nothing of 
the needs of strangers whose business brought them to the 
rising port. The building contains evidence of a churoh 
existing on the site in the opening years of the twelfth 
century or perhaps a little earlier. In the wall above the 
arches of the arcade that separates the nave from its north 
aisle one sees the Caen-stone voussoirs of the rere-arches of 
two round-headed Norman windows now filled with masonry 
flush with the inner face of the wall. They point to the time 
when a solid wall ran along the lines of the arcade and 
formed the external north wall of the nave of the first 
Norman church. According to the prevailing fashion 
these windows were set as high as possible in the wall, the 
top of which ran just above their rere-arches: the height, 
therefore, of the first Norman nave was about 18 feet 
from the present floor-level to the wall-plate : it is 
indicated quite plainly by a difference in the colour of the 
plaster, which makes a rough line along the top of the 
blocked windows (see photo, of the north nave-arcade). 

* See Hasted, under JXythe; Burrows, 'Oinaue Ports, 215, 
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In course of time this old wall underwent many altera-
. tions: in the later-Norman period, when' the aisle wa;s 
added, it was pierced and in it was inserted an arcade 
of round-headed arches supported probably on square piers; 
iu the thirteenth century it was raised in height for- the 
purpose of adding to it the clerestory of three windows, seen 

.above; in that and the following century the late-Norman 
arches gave place, one by one in turn, to the three existing 
arches; but through all these vicissitudes parts of the 
original wall, between and above the present arches, remained 
and still remains. The inference that this was the outside 
wall of the first aisleless nave is confirmed by the slight 
remains of its western quoin, seen outside at the west end. 
When the aisle was erected its end-wall was built up to that 
quoin, and most of the squared quoin-stones were removed, 
so that the new work might be bonded into the old; but 
three of the old squared stones' were left, two just above the 
ground-level and one higher up, and 'may still easily be 
distinguished: they are of Caen-stone, like the voussoirs of 
the old arches : the builders of the first Norman church 
evidently used Caen-stone for all their quoins and arches; 
and when their work was destroyed and replaced no doubt 
their Caen-stone blocks were re-cut and used again. This 
quoin gives us the line of the west wall of the first churoh; 
it seems to have been thickened all along the inner face and 
also on the outer face on the south side of the tower in 
order to,give support to the tower built in the thirteenth 
•century—the predecessor of the present tower whioh we know 
to have been,built about 1750. The original south wall 
stood on the lines of the three arches of the present south 
arcade of the nave.* . No part of it remains 'except two or 
three feet of its whole height a t the extreme west end of the 
arcade, and also perhaps its south-east angle embedded.in 
the composite pier at the east' end of the arcade, which was 
built in the thirteenth century. This wall, like its fellow, must 

* The south-west angle shews the remains of a buttress, doubtless of thir-
teenth-century date, and built when the tower was added. It is visible, both 
outside and inside, at the end of the aisle. 
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have been pierced in the late-Norman period in connection 
with the addition of the aisle, the evidence of which exists 
in the round-headed arch at the east end. The late-Norman 
arcade was replaced in the thirteenth century by the present 
one, but its character may be imagined from that round-
headed arch at the east end of the aisle. That arch also 
serves by its position to shew the line of the east gable-wall, 
i.e., the chancel-arch wall, of the first Norman church, in 
spite of its having been entirely removed: it ran across the 
ohuroh, in line with the late-Norman arch, northwards from 
the blank bit of wall now seen between the two responds of 
the composite pier.* The smaller composite pier on the 
opposite side, the form of which we shall consider later on, 
affords only slight indication of the exact trend of the wall 
as it ran northwards, and the late~_.orm.an arch which once 
stood at the east end of the aisle on that side, and if i t ' 
remained would be a sure guide, has been entirely removed; 
but the lines of the transept-wall sufiiciently shew the 
position of the destroyed arch, and in the historical ground-
plan I have drawn the wall accordingly. Its lines run much 
out of parallel with the original west wall of the nave, but 
there is no real objection in this, for in early-Norman 
churohes such an irregularity is often seen: the early 
builders made Httle effort, even if they knew how, to make 
their buildings accurately rectangular. 

Having plotted the nave of the first ohurch on the ground-
plan of the existing church, it only remains to add the 
chancel on lines suggested by the chancels of other early-
Norman ohurches in the neighbourhood, such as West 
Hythe and Postling. The early-Norman chancels of those 
churches were square externally, while internally their 
length was greater than their breadth by the thickness of 
their walls, and their side-walls ran well within the lines of 
the lines of the side-walls of the nave if produced. These 
conditions are suitably fulfilled in the case of Hythe Church 

* This inference is based upon the assumption, whioh can scarcely be con-
troverted, that in adding their aisle the later-Norman builders followed the 
usual plan of making its .east end range with the east end, the chancel-arch wall, 
of the earlier nave. 

http://late~_.orm.an
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• by placing the destroyed east wall in line with the east walls 
of the later-Norman transepts; and it is not unlikely that 
the later-Norman builders, in planning their additions, 
regulated the breadth of their transepts by the size of the 
old chancel, whereby the east wall of the old chancel would 
serve as the chancel-arch wall of their new chancel. 

With the exception of the two north windows and of the 
chancel-arch, the exact span of which is of course uncertain, 
no openings, for doors or windows, are shewn in the ground-
plan of the first Norman church. I believe that the main 
entrance, probably the only entrance previous to the 
thirteenth century, was by a west door. The erection of a 
west tower in the thirteenth century must have rendered 
that entrance inconvenient for ordinary purposes, and a new 
approach and door was then made on the south side of the 
nave, where the ground always sloped away very sharply 
from the church. There was no room for burials on the 
south side : probably the existing wall marks the line of the 
original boundary of the churchyard on this side. The 
burial-ground lay to the west and north of the church. 
The earliest burials were probably ma,de in the western 
portion: certain it is that the old approach to the church 
ran from Church Hill to the west door, the chief entrance 
to the churchyard being at the south-west corner, where a 
gate still exists ; and of old the custom was for people to 
bury their dead as near as possible to the path by. which 
they went to church. " Churoh Hill," a continuation of 
" Castle Boad," represents the old road which within living 
memory formed the principal way of entry into the town for 
travellers coming from Saltwood. I t is very steep, and now 
made impossible for wheeled traffic by numerous flights of 
steps. In the Hospital maps it is called " Clyme Street." 
At the bottom stands the old Bartholomew's Hospital. The 
approach to the church from the High Street would 
naturally come from this old road, and when the south door 
became the chief entrance, necessitating a new approach 
therefrom, then (we may imagine) " Oak Walk," which is 
oalled "Ohuroh L a n e " and "Churoh Street" in the two 
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Hospital maps respectively, was made to give access to i t : 
it is noticeable that the broad Oak Walk becomes a mere 
lane as it runs on from the south porch. 

Tradition points to the existence, until about forty years 
ago, of another approach to the west door coming from the 
north-west, and so serving people coming down Castle Boad 
and Churoh Hill. In 1870, Mr. Dale says, the churchyard 
was enlarged to the west and north by the addition of 
lands that lay between it and Church Hill and North Boad 
—the road that runs along the north side of the present 
churchyard. The line of the old boundary wall seems to be 
preserved by a bank that runs with an easy curve from the 
south-west corner round to the north. A bit of the wall 
remains near the house which stands at the junction of 
Churoh Street and Church Hill. This house was buUt 
in 1860, but it occupies the site of one of three old 
houses whioh are shewn in the Hospital map of 1684* 
as standing in a plot of land belonging to the Hospital 
and marked " C " — " A small Tenument in the Market 
Ward: 94 perches." North of this plot a smaller plot, 
having no fence between it and Church Hill but separated 
from the churchyard by a wall, is marked " The Bevens of 
ye S: house." In the map of 1685 this is bounded by a lane 
running east from Church Hill, which Mr. Dale says was 
oalled " Lovers' Lane." Doubtless the north-west approach 
to the ohurch was connected in some way with that 
lane. The addition to the ohurohyard absorbed the plots 
above-mentioned and the ground that lay along the 
north of Lovers' Lane, which of course has disap-
peared. These few detaUs, concerning matters of whioh 
evidence is still visible, help one to imagine the early sur-
roundings of the church.f • Like the builders of the chapels 
of St. Michael and St. Nicholas, the buUders of the first 

* In the map of 1686 only one house is delineated. 
t In the 1684. map (but not in that of 1685) two houses appear in the 

extreme south-east corner of the churchyard, and three more, facing Church 
Lane, to the west of the south entrance, the first or eastern one being nearly 
in line with the west wall of the tower. The masonry of the retaining wall of 
the churchyard shews signs of the entrance to one of the houses. 11 
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chapel of St. Leonard seem to have selected a spot on the 
hillside where there was a narrow terrace with a slope that 
was slight compared with that of the ground immediately 
above and below it. At the east end of the church, how-
ever, this easement of the slope disappears, and the later 
builders in making their eastward extensions of the building-
had greater difiieulties of level to contend with. We now 
return to the story of the growth of the ohurch. 

The first enlargement was carried out in the latter part 
of the twelfth century, when the aisles already mentioned 
were added to the nave and the plan of the church became 
cruciform by the erection of transepts and a new chancel 
round the old chancel, which was then demolished. This 
was in accordance with the fashion that prevailed towards 
the end of the century. A good example of such an enlarge-
ment, at a slightly later date, may be seen at Stockbury, 
near Sittingbourne. At St. Lawrence, Thanet,' a simUar 
transformation was made about the same time as this was 
being carried out here at Hythe, but in that case a central 
tower was erected over the old chancel. Godalming and 
Horton Kirkby (early thirteenth century) supply other 
examples of cruciform enlargement with central tower. 
Some people have thought that a central tower was erected 
at Hythe, but there are no signs of the existence of such a 
tower : indeed, a careful study of the existing remains, and 
espeoially of the composite pier at the east end of the 
south nave-arcade, seems to me absolutely to exclude such a 
possibility, so that I will not waste time by further dis-
cussion of the matter. 

AU the new walls of this late-Norman work were based on 
foundations of large rough blocks of Kentish rag, which are 
plainly visible aU round the south transept, the walls of 
which were rebuilt in the eighteenth century, and along the 
na,ve aisle-waU adjoining that transept. Indications of the 
same kind of foundation are also seen at the west end of the 
north aisle and a long the west side of the north transept, but 
the only remains of late-Norman work existing above ground 
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are the lower pa,rt of the walls of the nave-aisles and of the 
north transept and the round arch at the east end of the 
south aisle. The character of the walling, best seen perhaps 
on the outside of the north aisle,-is for the most part 
obscured by repairs and patching. The late-Norman builders, 
like their Early English successors, strengthened their in-
ternal angles with wrought stone: this may be seen in the 
angle close to the south jamb of the aforesaid round arch, 
and it shews the height (about 9 feet) of the original 
height of the aisle walls, which were raised to their present 
height in the fourteenth century. Fortune has preserved for 
us, on the face of the remains of the first-Norman south wall 
at the west end of the arcade, about 16 feet from the ground, a 
short stretch of the horizontal weather-course inserted in 
that wall by the later-Normans in connection with their 
aisle-roof, from which, with the height of their aisle-wall, we 
can gauge the position and slope of their aisle-roof (as indi-
cated by dotted line in the section I) . This weather-course 
also gives us the limit of height of the arches of their 
(destroyed) arcades. 

Taking the round aroh at the end of the aisle as a guide 
to their character, I have worked out the plan and elevation 
of those destroyed arcades, and have come to the conclusion 
that they comprised three arches with flat soffits springing 
from square piers, the level of the imposts being two or 
three inches below that of the necking of the capitals of 
the existing Early English south arcade. The angles of 
the arches and piers would be either chamfered or, as is 
more probable, cut into angle-shafts, commonly called an 
edge-roU. Fragments of this moulding, suitable for both 
quoins and arches, appear in tb.e eighteenth-century walling 
of the south transept.* The insertion of those arcades out 
away the lower parts of the first-Norman windows, leaving 

* Among them are voussoirs, shewing the edge-roll, that would suit the 
rere-arch of a window or of a doorway of 4 feet span, and voussoirs of an arch 
of about 6 feet span shewing a plain face and zigzag moulding on the soffit 
(? one of these might well be taken out of the wall for complete examination). 
There are also some thirteenth-century filleted edge-rolls. 
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their round heads above the line of the crown of t h e arcade-
arches. I t is possible that new sills were made and the 
heads of the windows left open, transforming the wall-
space above the arcades into a clerestory, but it is more 
likely that these were blocked, and that the builders 
depended for light upon small windows in their aisle-walls 
and larger windows at the end of the aisles, as at Icklesham 
and St. Margaret-at-Cliffe. On the right-hand side of the 
plate entitled " historical section " I have shewn the section 
of the first-Norman wall with a conjectural restoration of 
its windows, The second-Norman architect retained, the 
old nave-roof, which remained until the Early English 
people built their clerestory and raised the height of the 
roof. 

The character of the second-Norman work and its 
approximate date can now be estimated only by a study of 
the elaborate doorway in the west wall of the north transept 
and the plainer work of the arch at the east end. of the 
south aisle. Some people think that the arch should be 
assigned to an earlier date than the doorway: but impor-
tant doorways—and this doorway was important as the 
entrance to the Chapel of St. Edmund, a saint whose 
cult ranked high in the estimation of the parishioners of 
Hythe—were always highly decorated,* and the form of 
foliage in the plainer capitals of the arch is characteristic 
of late date. ' Moreover, the bases of the two works, with 
their emphasized necking, are late in character and identical 
in section, and exhibit one slight feature whioh is uncommon. 
I think they cannot possibly be the work of different 
masons, and that we cannot be going far astray if we assign 
this late-Norman work to the latter part of the third quarter 
of the twelfth century. The whole of the ashlar was 'faced 
with the axe, not with the broad chisel introduced at 
Canterbury in 1174, and the angles of the transept are 

* Compare the elaborate soulpture of the Norman west door of Rochester 
Cathedral with the plain work whioh surrounds it. , • ' • . ' 
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strengthened with clasping pilasters. On the other hand, 
the use of shaft-bands points to a late date.* 

I t is in accordance with the method of enlargement 
usually adopted elsewhere to imagine that the new work 
was built up as far as possible round the old building 
without interfering with the celebration of the services 
therein. In this case I think it was possible to build the 
whole of the new walls (with the exception of that contain-
ing the new chancel-aroh) in this way, whioh a glance at 
the historical ground-plan, will make plaiu.f The greater 
par]} if not the whole could likewise be roofed. The only 
matter of doubt is whether the extension of the nave-roof 
eastwards over the old chancel, and the junction therewith 
of the new transept-roofs, could be carried out while the 
old ohanoehroof remained standing.^ Iu order to carry 
out the extension of the nave-roof it was necessary to build 
new walls in line with the side-walls of the old nave, i.e., 

* In writing this paragraph the fragments of ornate Norman work preserved 
in the ambulatory escaped my memory—see the photograph which Mr. Hubert 
Elgar took for this Paper (including i'n the group a shaft-band, here illustrated, 
and a mutilated base of Early English date). They came doubtless from the 
destroyed late-Norman choir, and include a voussoir of zigzag, two capitals, a 
bit of foliage, and a portion of a label shewing four-leaved flowers worked on 
a chamfer. All are characteristic of the late-Norman style of ornament. 

___. f 
> 3%" 

< - ' - - , - 9"-.—:—. 
f In this plan I do not shew the later-Norman chancel-arch, as to do so 

would obscure the angles of the east end of the first-Norman chancel. One has 
to imagine there the responds of a fine arch like that at St. Margarot-at-
Clitfe. 

X Just as the present transept roofs are lower than that of the nave (all 
probably the work of the thirteenth-century builders), so it is probable that the 
original transept-roofs were made lower than the old nave-roof, upon an 
extension of which they were made to abut. The roof of the new choir also 
would be a little lower than that of the extended nave, abutting upon the gable-
wall in the usual way. 

<] 
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from the east angles of the old nave up to the line of the 
east walls of the new transepts. These walls doubtless each 
contained a round-headed arch of communication (with 
the adjoining transept), which the thirteenth-century builders 
replaced by the wider and taller pointed arch now existing 
on either side. 

All this new work (with the possible exception of the 
roofs) having been completed, a temporary hoarding was 
placed within- the chancel-arch of the old church, and the 
altar was transferred to the old nave, where the services 
were celebrated while the old chancel was being demolished 
and the new chancel-arch inserted. Then the new chancel-
arch and the small aisle-arch on either side of it were 
hoarded and the altar was transferred to the new chancel, 
where service was held while the remodelling of the old 
nave was being completed: this work comprised the insertion 
of arcades in the old side-walls and the demolition of the 
old chancel-arch and the gable-wall above it. 

In the conjectural plan of this late-Norman church the 
only parts that seem to be open to doubt are those east of 
the chancel-arch and transepts. The lines adopted and 
shewn in the historical ground-plan, after trial of several 
other schemes, seem to me to give the probable solution of 
the problem. They may be modified by slight alterations in 
the width of the chancel without affecting the general 
scheme, which is that of a short chancel with aisles or side-
chapels. The walls separating the chancel from the aisles 
would be solid towards th.e east, and would contain towards 
the west in each case a small arch of communication. I t is 
possible, though I do not think it probable, that the aisles 
did not extend eastwards to the full length of the chancel, 
but stopped short about half-way. That alteration, again, 
would not really affect the scheme, in which the chief 
consideration is the length of the chancel. I have ruled it 
by a consideration of the methods, likely to have been 
adopted by the Early English architect of the succeeding 
century in the planning and erection of his new work in 
relation to the old, I t seems to me to be most likely that 
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between the late-Norman east end and the roadway there was 
just sufficient room to allow him to build his ambulator , 
and the work to a certain height above it, without inter-
fering with the late-Norman work. The delightful way in 
which, in my plan, the design of the Early English work 
fits on to the plan of the late-Norman work, enabling the 
builders as they proceeded westwards to incorporate some 
of the masonry of the old aisle-walls in their walls, and to 
use the lower parts of the side-walls of the old chancel as 
foundation-work (of course needing additional foundations) 
for their new arcades standing on a floor-level several feet 
about the level of the older chancel, may seem to some to 
be too ingenious to be t rue; but it is in exact accord with 
the procedure adopted elsewhere in somewhat similar cases. 
A good case in point is that of Eochester Cathedral, where 
the Early English builders of the eastern extension of the 
choir regulated the lines of their design by those of the 
Norman eastern arm which they replaced, incorporating as 
much of the older work as they could. 

We have now reached the last stage in the growth of St. 
Leonard's Ohuroh, the stage of Gothic remodelling. One 
eannot think that the parishioners of Hythe in the Early 
English period, ambitious though they were, and employing, 
as they probably did, some eminent architect, raised their 
chancel to its remarkable height of floor-level simply to 
emulate the glories of Canterbury Cathedral. This feature 
was simply the natural and necessary result of lack of space. 
This is prosaic, but true. In the thirteenth century the port 
of Hythe was at the height of its prosperity, and the people 
wished to express their gratitude by beautifying the House 
of God in which they were wont to worship. They would 
naturally begin with the chancel: it must be enlarged and 
by every means made more glorious. At the same time their 
Sunday procession, conducted by priest and clerks, demanded 
the preservation of a way right round the church without 
stepping off the soil of the hallowed acre. There was only 
oneway of effecting this : to support the east end of their new 
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chancel upon' a vaulted ambulatory. The ambulatory could 
be so constructed as to serve other purposes, guarded by 
strong doors at each end.. Moreover, ritual requirements 
demanded the raising of the whole of the rest of the Chancel 
to nearly the same height as it was found necessary to build 
the sanctuary at the east end of it. The plan was simple 
enough; it only required the means necessary to carry 
it out.. • ' • ' ' • • 

A study of the problem which the builders of the ambula-
tory had to solve will be assisted materially by reference to 
Mr. W. H. Elgar's plans and section. In the section the 
sharp slope of the ground is shewn in dotted line. The 
builders evidently begun at the ground-level at the south end 
and dug into the hill northwards to obtain a level floor for 
the' ambulatory. (The present floor, partly covering the 
bases, is some inches higher than the original.) Outside the 
north end they must have arranged a flight of steps like that 
which was placed there by Mr. Pearson at the time of his 
restoration, to allow the procession to descend from the 
high ground on the north side.* 

• * P.S.—Mr. Elgar has favoured me with, a sketch and a few notes on these 
steps and the paved area, along the side of the building, from whioh they rise— 
whioh I failed to examine closely when making my study of the church. 
Beyond restoring the flight of steps, Mr. Pearson is said to have left things 
much as they were discovered when the accumulated earth was removed. The 
paved area, on the level of the ambulatory floor, runs from about a foot to the 
east of the eastern buttress to about 18 inohes to the west of the smaller western 
buttress that divides the middle and western bays of the aisle. It measures 
32£ feet in length by "9 to 10 in width. I t is enclosed by 'retaining5 walls 
about 2$ feet thick, whioh bank up the rising ground all round; those along 
the side and at the west end are _ | feet high, and that at the east end is . feet 
high. All these'retaining walls seem to be old work, and it is noticeable that 
the plinth of the wall of the churoh dies into the wall on the western face of 
the small buttress, and is not carried along the wall of the western bay. The 
steps rise through the retaining wall (whioh is returned on either side of them) 
opposite the ambulatory door, and lead up to a stage (about 9 feet above the 
area level) which is about Ave. feet below the level of the path along the end 

- of. the transept, and looks straight along it. No doubt the procession-path led 
straight from the top of-the steps into that path, the ascent being assisted by 
an additional short flight of steps, the exaot position of -which is uncertain. 
Why_ was this area made ? Possibly to afford suitable space for the Gospel 
' station,5 The inoreased height of the retaining wall at the east end of the area 
was evidently determined by the level of the exit from the passage through the 
buttresses at the east end of the ohurch. There was room for a four-foot path, 
on the top of the wall, leading from that exit. Probably suoh a path followed, 
the boundary of the ohurohyard, along the road-side, for a few yards, and; 
then turned at right angles to tun into the procession-path at the top of the 

TQIi, XXX, XT 
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Tn planning the series of five buttresses along the east wall 
of the ambulatory they set their plinths to follow the natural 
rise of the ground. Tlie passage through the buttresses they 
made, of course, not for a secondary processional path, but 
for convenience of passing round the east end of the church 
without opening the doors of the ambula,tbry. With regard 
to these buttresses, the foundations of which doubtless run 
down a considerable depth into the earth, in their lowest 
stage they were calculated to resist the thrust of the vaulting 
of the ambulatory, and in their upper stages the second and 
foui-th of the series counteract the thrust of the arches of the 
main arcades and triforia, while the central one slopes to 
the sill of the central window and there stops. The surface 
soil of the clayey slope of the hiU-side, highly charged with 
water, was always treacherous, and before the ambulatory 
was completed the lower or south end began to shew signs 
of weakness: the builders therefore altered the design of 
the buttress on the southern face of the south-east angle, 
making it much bigger than the others. The result of 
the change is seen in the way in which that buttress 
slightly overlaps the jamb of the sumptuous doorway 
into the ambulatory. The doorway has been terribly muti-
lated : ' the label and many of the inouldings have been 
shaved off, and some of the shafts are missing. Natural 
decay seems to haye begun the trouble, which timely repairs 
might have remedied. To attempt restoration, except 
perhaps of the shafts, would now be a pity. Eear of the 
effect of the outward thrust of the high vault which the 
builders intended to throw over their new ohoir—an inten-
tion which they failed to carry out—caused them to add to 
their original design of the south exterior another huge 
buttress, like the one just mentioned, placing it against the 
middle of the aisle-wall. The position is peculiar: it imparts 

steps. Tho recovery- of these old arrangements is not. without interest to those 
who like to conjure up a picture of mediseval rites. Mr. Elgar has kindly 
re-drawn his sketch for reproduction, and has inserted a section (AB) of the 
area, its retaining wall, the steps, and the natural slope of the ground; .to 
which I have added the shading, the lettering, and the section CD. (The 
present level of the road, as shewn in this section, is subject to correction.) 
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an appearance of symmetry to the two great buttresses in 
relation to the two windows between them, but it had other 
consequences which are not altogether pleasing: it destroyed 
the symmetry of the doorway; it brought the western big-
buttress close to the smaller buttress of the western bay of 
the aisle; and inside the building it compelled a most fan-
tastic arrangement of the ribs of the aisle-vault in order to 
concentrate the thrust of the vault upon points opposite to 
the two buttresses,* and made impossible the insertion of a 
window in the middle bay. The external effect of the dis-
position of the buttresses may be studied in the isometric 
view.f 

Perhaps these eccentricities were justified by the pecu-
liarly beautiful effect of the two lancets, as seen from the 
inside, with their charming trefoiled and dog-toothed rere-
arches. The designer evidently wished to make the sur-
roundings of the altar which was to be placed at the 
east end of the aisle as beautiful as possible. The effect 
of the pair of lancets at the side of the altar-site, com-
bined with the single lancet above it which has a trefoiled 
rere-arch with mouldings still more elaborate, was certainly 
well conceived. It seems a pity that the approach to the little 
chapel, whioh tradition assigns to " Our Lady," should be 
blocked by the organ and cumbered with ugly.stained-deal 
music cases. When these modern requirements are made 
beautiful in themselves, as indeed they may be, some sense 
of dignity will be restored to this aisle with its sacred 
memories. 

The arrangement of buttresses on the north side is 

.* The thirteenth-century builders placed the springers in position, but did 
not complete the vault: it was left to Mr. Pearson to accomplish six and a half 
centuries later. 

t P.S.—A sound reason for the peculiar position of the buttress may be 
suggested by processional requirements. The procession coming through the 
ambulatory from the north doubtless made its second station in tire space out-
side the south door (later on ocoupied in part by cottages and now by vaults). 
From this station it would ascend a flight of steps just before reaching the 
narrow passage between the transept and the boundary-wall, on its way to the 
south porch. The wall is in part modern : the medieval remains cease on the 
east side in line with the faoe of the great buttresses, and begin again at a rise 
iu the height of the wall about 8 feet from the east wall of the transept. 

U 3 
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different from that on the south side: there is a but-
tress between the first and second bays from the west, 
but it stands fully a foot to the east of the normal position 
opposite the thrust of the vault—possibly to give space for 
the projecting ohapel of St. Edmund;* there is no buttress 
between the second and third bays, the normal position being 
occupied by the jamb of the ambulatory door; and the eastern 
buttress does not impinge upon the jamb of the ambulatory 
door-arch. The windows are differently planned: a single 
lancet in the first bay (as in the south aisle) ; two separate 
lancets in the second bay; and in the third bay a pair of 
lancets close together under a single pointed rere-arch. The 
vaulting-ribs follow the, normal quadripartite plan. This 
aisle has recently been furnished as a chapel for daily 
services, with an altar at the east end. 

The chancel, whioh is approached from the nave by a 
flight of nine steps, measures 40£ feet by 2 3 | feet. The design 
of the quadripartite vault and its supports divides it into 
three bays: the first two bays from the west form the choir, 
and the easternmost bay is the sacrarium or sanctuary, the 
floor of which is three steps above that of the choir. The 
sanctuary is separated from the aisles by a solid wall, and 
the choir by two tall pointed arches on either side. These 
arches and the columns from which they spring are peculiarly 
rich in character. They have three orders: the upper and 
middle orders are moulded, the latter adorned with dog-
tooth ; the lowest order is a bold, plain semi-octagon 
in section. The columns consist of a central drum sur-
rounded by free shafts. In the eastern responds a group of 
three slender shafts takes the place of a single larger shaft 
to support the lowest order, and an extra shaft is introduced 
behind and between the shafts of the other two orders : all 

* P.S.—Mr. Elgar's sketch, described in the previous P.S. note, shews his 
idea of the lines of the walls of the chapel, deduced from remains of ashlar in 
the face of the walls, whioh he interprets as marking the position of re-entering 
angles, at three places noted by arrows E, F, Gr. The bit of a string-course 
marked J, whioh is V feet 8 inches above the level of the transept-floor, he takes 
to be the part of the return of the impost-moulding of the blocked aroh. • 
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this, whioh may be studied in one of the photographs, gives 
an effect of great richness, which is enhanced by .the blues 
and dark greys of the shafts and their bases and caps in 
contrast with the cream-coloured Caen-stone of the arches. 
The smaller shafts are Purbeck marble; the larger shafts, a 
rare kind of Kentish rag, full of fossils and of a dark blue 
colour, found in the quarries xm the top of the hill. The 
bases and caps are worked out of great slabs of the same 
local material rubbed to a smooth surface. The triforium 
stage above the arches has in each bay two round-headed 
arches, each one enclosing a pair of small pointed arches. 
The general design of this stage bears a remarkable Ukeness 
to that of the same stage in the choir of Canterbury 
Cathedral, from which, though it is at least half a century 
later in date, it differs only in details: it affords an instance 
of the persistence of the employment of the round-headed 
arch where circumstances seem to demand it. The caps are 
bell-shaped and simple in character, and all the ai-ch-mould-
ings are filleted edge-rolls of bold contour. There are no 
labels or hood-moulds, and in spite of the use of Purbeck 
shafts the design of this triforium-stage is plain even to 
severity: the Purbeck shafts serve to relieve the contrast, 
which would otherwise be too striking, between this plain-
ness and the richness of the arches below. The plainness 
increases in the clerestory-stage above, in which trefoiled 
windows, differing singularly in width, throw their light 
down into the chancel across a gallery that runs along in the 
thickness of the wall and through wide arches of depressed 
pointed form that have no bases or caps or mouldings of any 
sort and are framed by the waU-ribs of the vaulting. The 
vaulting-ribs spring from the caps of wall-shafts that range 
and, in effect, combine with the columns and shafts of the 
triforium arches : they rise through a bold round horizontal 
string-course that defines the clerestory-stage. There is no 
string-course at the level of the triforium-stage, but the 
horizontal line is here sufficiently marked by a thin course 
of Caen-stone ashlar. 

I have ventured to describe in some detail the features of 
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these two bays of the ohoir, and to draw attention to their 
contrast of richness below with increasing plainness above, 
in order to reveal, if possible, the subtle intention of the 
designer. I t might be asked, why did he expend all the 
resources of his ingenuity upon the adornment of the arcades 
and treat the upper stages with comparative meanness and 
in a style that, with its round arches and horizontal lines, was 
in his day quite old-fashioned ? Admitting that he had no 
great height at his disposal to play with, yet one- may be 
tempted to wonder why he did not adopt a device which had 
been adumbrated in the presbytery and eastern transepts of 
Eochester (c. 1200) and was carried out to perfection in the 
ohoir of Southwell (c. 1230): he might, in fact, have 
abolished the horizontal division between his triforium and 
clerestory and have combined them into one stage by design-
ing tall arches to rise from the base of the former to the top 
of the latter. But this would have defeated his subtle 
intention. In his mind the most hallowed spot in the 
church was in the sanctuary, the easternmost bay of the 
chancel: he would enshrine the altar and the reserved, 
sacrament above it with all the dignity and grace that he 
could impart to its surroundings. But he was not thinking 
of a student of architecture standing in the chancel and 
gazing up at the details of his triforium; he was thinking 
rather of a worshipper in the nave, whose eye, if it should 
momentarily stray up to the sides of his building, he would 
immediately lead on eastwards : hence the. horizontal lines 
and the old-fashioned and comparatively mean style of his 
triforium. Then, as to his setting of the altar, to enhance 
its dignity the background and its adjoining side-walls must 
be plain, adorned only by the necessary adjuncts of sedilia 
and piscina; but all above must be rich and uplifting, 
carrying the mind from altar to heaven and from heaven to 
altar again: therefore he designed tall lancets to rise up all-
around it. A line of small sunk quatrefoils and sculptured 
roses under a horizontal string-course runs along the wall 
behind the altar, and from the string there rises a series of 
five lancets,. delicately moulded and shafted, and fiUing the 
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whole breadth of the eastern wall, the two outer ones narrow 
and merely decorative and the remaining three pierced to 
form a triplet of windows letting in the eastern morning 
light; the wall-space above and between the heads of the 
windows and under the arch of the vault being adorned 
with a pair of large blind quatrefoils. At each end the 
string-course, with its enrichment of roses and foils, runs a 
little way. up the angle of the sacrarium, and is thence con-
tinued along the side-wall to merge into the label of the 

PANELS UNDER' STRING COURSE. 
.' I . . . I ° i1 i2 i* i* i5 i6 i7 i* i9 . ° i ™ h w . 
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.S__t__Tl ^ m Sectum 
arcade-arches, and from it a pair of blind lancets rise to 
play their part in the scheme, their crowns reaching up 
to the level of the capitals of the triforium-arcade; for 
the triforium with its horizontal lines and plain round 
arches is not continued into the sanctuary bay. The 
worshipper in the nave looks over the steps under the 
expansive chancel-arch, along the ohoir with its forest of 
shafts and shadow-lined arches, towards the sanctuary, and 
his eye, lifted still higher, but all unconscious of their 
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influence, by these tall blind lancets, meets the light of 
heaven streaming, in broken and subdued tones, through the 
stained-glass windows on to the sacred spot below. The 
chancel of the church of St. Leonard at Hythe is a master-
piece of architectural design: every line and curve is 
inspired and instinct with devout intention.* 

Strange to say, the design was not completely carried out 
in mediseval times : it remained for Mr. Pearson to insert the 
triforium arches and the clerestory windows on the north 
side, and to build the vault. The deep colour of the Bath-
stone which he used contrasts somewhat unpleasantly with 
the lighter Caen-stone of the original work. The plain ceil-
ing which he replaced is depicted in the engravings which 
have been hung on the west wall of the nave. The triforium 
stage of the north side seems to have been previously a 
blank wall, and the clerestories were blocked by the ceiling. 
The mediseval builders made preparationsforthe vault by vault-
ing-shafts on the south side and in the eastern angles of the 
buUding, and they added a part of the eastern wall-ribs,t 

i 

* The original setting of the altar is obsoured, some would say marred, by 
the remarkable altar-piece, representing the Entombment, which hides- the 
deoorated string-course and cuts off from view the bases of the grand windows. 
A small Tudor doorway inserted in the solid wall on the north side Of tho 
sailctuary suggests that the north aisle was used as a vestry or sacristy;, and 
perhaps its altar served as aprothesis or credence-table. P.S. I t has been sug-
gested that a solid wall instead of an aroh was built on either side of the 
sacrarium for a structural reason—" a device for strengthening the abutment of 
the choir arcade." In my opinion the massive external buttresses would have 
amply sufficed to resist the thrust of the arcades if they had been continued by 
the 'addition of a third arch up to the east wall. Moreover, I think that from a 
structural point of view the solid walls were a distinct disadvantage, for they 
imposed a great weight upon the vault of the ambulatory below and necessitated 
therein massive cross-arches to carry them. Doubtless structural considerations 
were present to the mind of the architect in so far as (if I am right) he wished 
to erect as much as possible of his new east end before demolishing the east end 
of the. old building; but here aesthetic considerations also came into play, for 
adhering to that intention he could not design, in place of tho solid walls, 
eastern arches of the same span as the other arches of his arcades—they would 
of necessity have been narrower and the effect unhappy. I think that aesthetic 
and ritual considerations dominated his design. I t was usual to mark strongly 
the separation of the sanctuary from the adjoining aisles : either by solid walls, 
or by a screen, whether of wood or of stone, placed in the eastern arch on either 
side. In many churches, of course, the sanctuary was extended eastwards 
beyond the ends of the aisles, giving exactly the same effect and affording 
similar facilities for piscina, sedilia and aumbries. 

t See the photo of the triforium, in which the springers on the vaulting 
shaft in the S.E. angle are recognised as original work by their light hue as 
compared with the rest of the ribs. 
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but there the work ceased: a temporary ceiling was erected, 
and the work of remodeUing the transepts and nave was pro-
ceeded with. Before passing on, however, we may notice the 
somewhat clumsy arrangement designed to afford access to 
the upper parts of the choir. J. or this purpose a newel 
staircase was attached to the north pier of the chancel-arch, 
blocking the steps leading up from the transept to the aisle 
to such an extent as to make it necessary to cut away a part 
of the opposite waU to obtain space for them. The fine 
chisel-tooling of the Caen-stone ashlar, identical with that of 
choir, proves that this work was executed by the same 
builders. Internally the work is rough, and the rubble, 
vaulting shews plainly the marks of the short boards on 
which it was laid. The newel and the steps are Caen-stone. 
At the twenty-sixth step a doorway gave access formerly to 
the rood-loft, which no longer exists. At the fifty-ninth 
step a doorway leads to a passage that runs across the build-
ing, and is constructed in the thickness of the wall above the 
chau eel-arch. The original construction of the newel is seen 
to come to an end with the sixty-ninth step. Above this 
level there are sixteen steps constructed in Kentish rag, and 
then'the neweT stops. The circular turret runs up several 
feet higher, its rude conical roof being supported within by 
two flat, chamfered ribs which spring from rounded corbels 
and cross each other at right angles. This top to the turret 
'seems' to have been added in the fourteenth century: it 
gives it prominence in the general view of the churoh from 
the hUl-side above it. Directly above the apes of the chancel-

, aroh is a narrow pointed opening through which, in traversing' 
the passage that runs above it, one can look down into the 
chancel on one side and the nave on the other. Beyond 
this opening the passage runs down five steps, and a second 
passage opens from it at right angles under a shoulder-arch 
aud ascends by several steps' to the clerestory gallery. The 
cross passage runs on past this opening and down six more 
steps to the level of the triforium, to which access is gained 
by an opening on the left, while to the right a similar 
door, with a shou,lder-arch, opens out on ty the gutter of 
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the transept-roof, and a little further on another small door 
leads to the gutter of the choir aisle. Externally, as may be 
seen in the isometric view, the waU in which this passage runs, 
in the last part of its course, has the appearance of a stepped 
buttress abutting upon the clerestory wall at its west end-. 

The tooling of the ashlar and wrought-stone in the lower 
parts of the chancel and its aisles is finely executed, for the 
most part with toothed chisels held so as to make vertical 
lines on the face of the stones in the usual Early English 
manner. In the work of the upper parts the masons were 
less careful and often faced their stones, with the same tools, 
so as to make diagonal marking upon them in the style that 
is usuaUy regarded as characteristic of work of the Decorated 
period. A few masons' marks can be distinguished in the 
passages. 

Having put their temporary roof over the chancel the 
builders immediately proceeded with the remodelling of the 
nave. They buUt the existing transept arches (I and J 
in the key plan) in place of the smaller arches whioh we have 
imagined the late-Norman buUders to have put in the walls 
whioh they made to support their new roof. They covered 
the aisle with a roof of sharper pitch in order to accommo-
date the increased height of the existing south arcade 
(ADE) whioh they substituted for the Norman arcade.* 
They increased the height of the wall above that arcade, and 
they did the same with the wall above the late-Norman 
arcade on the north side, so as to form a clerestory on both 
sides and to support thereon a new roof with which they 
covered the nave.f At the same time they probably re-
roofed both transepts, increasing the height of their walls 

* This roof has disappeared. Its pitch must have beeu much the same as 
that of the north aisle indicated by the sloping weather-course that is seen over 
the half-aroh at the east end of the north aisle. It is uncertain when this high-
pitched roof of tlie north aisle was built. The tooling of the weather-course 
(which can only be examined by means of a ladder) is indeterminate, but it. 
suggests work of the thirteenth or fourteenth century. It may have been built 
by the Early English architect, at the same time as the south-aisle roof, with a 
view to rebuilding the north arcade to match his new south arcade—an intention 
he failed to carry out. 

f The three clerestory-windows on each side are trefoiled, and have depressed 
pointed rere-arches, very similar to the clerestory-windows of the chancel. 
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for that purpose. About the same time they added a west 
tower,*, which fell in the middle of the eighteenth century, 
and they made a new entrance, which is stiU the chief 
entrance to the church, in the south aisle-wall. 
• . Positive indications of tbe exact order of aU these works 
are wanting-, but the question is not one of much importance 
or* interest. Some people have thought that the south tran-
sept-arch was buUt at a much later date than the south 
arcade and the north transept-arch. Eor my own part I 
think it was built before either of them. The bases of the 
south arcade and the north transept-arch rest on plinth-
tables, which is not the case with the south transept-arch. 
I think, therefore, that the latter was built before the 
plinth-tables were thought of. But, apart from the plain-
ness of its chamfered orders, all the mouldings of the 
south transept-arch shew a very close affinity both to 
those of the choir and to those of the arcade; while 
the character of the masonry, its tooling, and so forth, be-
tokens a close proximity in date.f These works, taken as a 

* The tower fell in 1739, and was rebuilt from the foundations upwards, 
square without and ootagonal within, 10 years later. Cauon Soott Robertson 
thought that the lower parts of the old tower remained, but a olose examination 
of the structure shews that this was not the case. Looking at the junction of its 
side-walls with the west wall of the nave one sees that the angle of thenewtower 
runs up on each side just three inches within the vertical line of the old tower. 
That line is clearly indicated by the remains of the squared blocks of Caen-
stone with whioh the Early English builders, here as elsewhere, strengthened 
their re-entering angles. Moreover, the interior of the tower points to tho same 
conclusion : the angles, from the bottom upwards, shew alternate courses of 
eighteenth-century bonding stones (in each course a single stone cut to the form 
of the angle and extending across it) and old stones re-used (two in each course, one 
on either side of the angle). The coarse tooling of the eighteenth-century work 
is oharaoteristio: it may be seen again in the two windows, one at the end of 
eaoh aisle, whioh the eighteenth-oentury builders rebuilt—probably the old ones 
were damaged in the fall of the tower—and also in the out-stone of the eighteenth-
century south transept. The lower window of that transept is of the same date. 
The upper single-light is probably the work of Street or Pearson. Under a 
string round the transept appears a course of quatrefoils in poor imitation of 
the Early English worlc in the saorarium. The Early English tower seems to 
have been decorated in the same manner, and this decoration was reproduced 
in the rebuilding in the same poor stylo as in the transept. P.S.—In confirma-
tion of this note Mr. Dale writes that the minutes of the vestry book of 1749 
contain a resolution that tho tower should be rebuilt " from the foundations." 

t The base of the south transept-arch shews a peculiarity (seen in the bases 
' of Rievaulx ohoir, late XII.), whioh seems to oouueot its date closely with that 
of the south door. Instead of three rounds, seen in the bases of the ohoir aud 
the nave-arcades, it has a small square member between two rounds. The 
small bases of the south door are somewhat abradod, but I think they are of the 
same oharaoter. 
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whole, are but little removed in date from that of the 
chancel. Owing to their comparative plainness—excluding 
for the moment the north transept-arch, which we will con-
sider later—they give an impression,' perhaps, of being much 
later, but suoh impression is dispelled by a close examina-
tion : the mouldings, the materials and the workmanship are 
practically identical, and I think the masons who built the 
choir must have worked on the arcade. 

One cannot look at the arches of the south arcade of the 
nave without recalling the massive arches of the ambulatory. 
In each • case they consist of a single order, the section of 
whioh is octagonal, with a very narrow strip of the wall-
plane between the label (in the arcade) or the wall-rib (in the 
. ambulatory) and the edge of the chamfer-plane.* This is a 
very uncommon design. In the ambulatory the arch, apart 
from the wall-rib whioh frames it, is perfectly plain; in the 
arcade the edges of the soffit are moulded with a plain round 
between hollows, and a filleted round with undercut hollow 
forms the label. In spite of the distinctive character which 
these lines of shaded hoUows defining broad plain surfaces 
give to the nave-arches, their near relationship to those of 
the ambulatory is indisputable, and it is confirmed by the 
similarity of the mouldings of the bases and capitals (corn-
'pare D arid F with 2, 4 and 5). There is something of the 
same feeling in the chancel-arch and the arches of the choir-
arcades, in which the lowest order is quite plain and has 
broad chamfers: the combination of such an order, with 
two superior orders richly moulded is uncommon. 

We now pass -to the north side of the nave, to consider . 
•first and briefly the transept-arch (I). A glance at the 
historical ground-plan suggests that this arch, like its 
•plainer fellow on the south side, was inserted in the late-
Norman wall so as to fill exactly the space intervening 
between the Early English work completed to the east of it 
and the then-standing Norman aroh at the end of the aisle. 
Compared with the south transept-arch it was made 

* The arches may be compared in the photographs of the ambulatory and 
the general view of the churoh interior. 
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strikingly rich, with the intention, perhaps, of glorifying 
the chapel of St. Edmund with which it communicated. 
The mouldings, though they differ in detail from those of 
the choir and ambulatory, do uot suggest any difference in 
date. In fact there is one feature, unimportant perhaps but 
all the more significant, which points to practical identity: 
I refer to the small upper member of the two superior 
orders, which is not a common form and is a repetition of 
the peculiar lower member of the wall-ribs in the vaulting of 
the south bay of the ambulatory. (Compare " I arch " with 
wall-rib under 4 a—it will be noticed that the vaulting-ribs 
in the south bay differ from those of the other bays.) The base 
also has a special feature: it has two rounds exactly like the 
two rounds of the base of the north respond of the chancel-
arch, and the lower round in both cases (unlike that of the 
south respond, which was doubtless erected first) has a sharp 
edge and horizontal undercut* (usually considered a sign of 
Decorated or late Early-English date), but in the ease of the 
transept-arch this lower round overhangs the lower part of 
the base and the plinth. This too is .usually considered a 
sign of late date, but if we confine ourselves to the question 
of relative dates I think that this feature is not conclusive— 
the difference is probably due to difference of material 
rather than of date: the soft Caen-stone could be cut back 
(to give it a richer appearance) more easily than the Kentish 
rag.f Why the use of Kentish rag, the material of all the 
bases and caps in the other Early Eng-lish parts of the 
church, was abandoned and Caen-stone substituted for those, 
of this arch, and of the beautiful little piscina-recess in the 
east wall of the transept, I cannot imagine. I t is possible 
perhaps that the work connected with St. Edmund's ohapel 
was carried out independently of the rest of the Early 
English work of the nave, but at the same time and at the 
expense of some guild or brotherhood. I think that the 

* This feature reappears iu the west respond of the nave arcade (B w). 
f It will be noticed throughout the Early English work that fillets are, for 

the same reason, more freely used in Caen-stone mouldings than in those of 
Kentish rag. • ., 
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whole of the Early English work, beginning with the 
ambulatory, was carried out in the second quarter of the 
thirteenth century. 

The north arcade of the nave is an interesting study. 
The reader may examine its chief features in the excellent 
photograph kindly taken at my request by Mr. Hubert 
Elgar. The most easterly of its three arches, with its 
supporting round pillar and semi-round respond, is an early 
work of the fourteenth century, evidently designed in rude 
imitation of the thirteenth-century arches of the south arcade. 
The very rude westerly arch, with its responds and the whole 
of the rough-looking pier of which its eastern respond forms 
a part, is probably a later work of the fourteenth century. 
The middle arch must be assigned to the thirteenth century, 
though its supports are later. The clue to the solution of 
this little puzzle lies in an attempt to picture to oneself the 
destroyed Norman arcade of three arches with their square 
piers and caps, and to imagine the steps by which they were 
replaced, one by one, by the existing arches. The haunches 
or curved sides of the present middle aroh are not equal— 
the eastern haunch springs from a higher level than its 
fellow. I t originally sprang from an impost at the level, 
approximately, of the necking of the present capital. I t 
was apparently a perfect equilateral arch, and the lower part 
of the eastern haunch has been removed. When complete, 
with its flat soffit and chamfered edges, it would exactly fit 
the impost of a square Norman pier, from which it sprang, 
occupying the position of the present pillar. Eor some 
reason now unknown the original round-headed Norman 
arch was replaced in the thirteenth century by this pointed 
arch. When in the fourteenth century the Norman pier was 
replaced by the present taller pUlar, a small portion of the 
haunch was removed with the Norman pier and the cham-
fers of the lowest remaining voussoir on each side were out 
back slightly so as to accommodate them to the round form 
of the new capital. This can be detected in the photograph. 
Similarly when the old square pier which supported the 
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other haunch was replaced hy the present rough pier, the 
lowest voussoir on the aisle side was shaved down to fit the 
chamfered angle of the new capital. The edges of the arch 
consist of Caen-stone voussoirs of small size slightly 
chamfered, and the section of the label or hood-mould is of 
an early form, round above and slightly hollowed beneath. 
The elevation of the arch is such that it could have been 
built without alteration of the Norman aisle-roof. I am 
inclined to think that the erection of this arch was quite 
independent of the Early English remodelling of the nave 
which has been described, and that it may be assigned to a 
slightly earlier date. Possibly it was connected with the 
foundation of an altar in the aisie. I t is probable that, 
when the aroh to the east of it was substituted for its 
Norman predecessor, it was intended to remodel •the whole 
of the arcade by the erection of two other arches, similar to 
it but necessarily of slightly smaller span, and that the 
projected design was never completed. 

Contemporaneous with the erection of the eastern arch 
was the raising of the aisle-wall to its present full height, 
the insertion of the two double-light aisle-windows, with an 
ogee quatrefoil in the tracery of their heads,* and the 
covering of ihe aisle with the present flat roof. At the 
same time also the half-arch at the end of the aisle was 
substituted for the original Norman arch which occupied a 
position similar to that still seen at the east end of the 
south aisle. I t abuts upon the upper order of the eastern 
arch and it springs out of the face of a broad splay formed 
by cutting away the lower part of the angle of the junction 
of the aisle and transept walls. The angle formed by the 
faces of the aisle-wall and the splay is strengthened by 
several blocks of wrought Caen-stone, and from the upper-
most there springs a small waU-arch which abuts upon the 
upper order of the large half-arch. This is a simple 
structural device to support the face of the aisle-wall above 
the splay, and is not (as Scott Eobertson thought) the 

* The western window has its original frame and traoery; the eastern 
window has been entirely renewed in Bath-stone, 
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remains of ah early window blocked up : no window could 
ever have occupied this position at any stage of the growth 
of the church. ' That the large half-arch and the eastern 
aroh of the arcade are contemporaneous works is shewii 
hy the identity of the mouldings of the capitals of the pillar's 
of the arch and of the capital from which the lowest order 
of the half-arch springs (compare E and g 1). The abaci of 
these caps and the label of the arch (E aroh) afford the only 
examples (I believe) in this church of the Decorated scroll-
moulding.* The bit of sculptured foliage under the necking 
of the cap associated with the half-arch is likewise Decorated 
in style : there can be no doubt of the period in which this 
work was done, viz., within the first half of the fourteenth 
century. 

The reason whioh prompted'the removal of the late-
Norman arch at the end of the aisle and the substitution of 
this half-arch is quite apparent: the intention was to open out 
the view from the nave of the altar of St. Edmund in the 
north transept. The same intention accounts for the great 
span of the eastern arch of the arcade, the east respond 
being squeezed up as near as possibleto the west respond of 
the great transept-arch, thereby reducing the size, and lessen-
ing the obstruction, of the resulting composite pier to its 
smallest possible dimensions. If this object had not been in 
the mind of the fourteenth-century architect he would doubt-
less have retained the Norman arch at the east end of the 
aisle, and would have made his arcade-arch correspond in 
position, dimensions and genera] appearance with-the Early 
English aroh on the opposite side of the nave. • Most of the 
features brought out in the foregoing paragraph are visible 
in the photographs of the north aisle and the north arcade. 
I t would greatly improve the appearance of the eastern 
aroh if the square block of stone which stops the label of 
the western haunch* were suitably carved into a boss of 
Decorated foliage. The material of the bases and, caps is 
Kentish rag worked to a smooth surface; of the pillars, the 

* P.S.—Mr. Elgar reminds me that it occurs also in the bracket and the ' 

label of an ogee-shaped fourteenth-oentury piscina in- the south choir-aisle. 
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same tooled; of the arch and adjoining half-arch, Caen-
stone. 

We have seen that the.architect of the works just described 
raised the aisle to its present height and inserted the two 
windows. I imagine that he inserted also the north door in 
the middle of the aisle-wall, of which the whole of the stone-
work has recently been renewed :* the door and windows are 
symmetrically disposed on plan. Apparently he left the 
western Norman arch, the pier of which supported the 
western haunch of the middle arch, to be dealt with when 
the state of the church's finances should permit. The 
arrangement was awkward: the low Norman arch and the 
three or four feet of blank wall to whioh its west respond 
was attached obscured the new aisle-window, and arch and 
window did not correspond in position. Eunds were evidently 
low when the necessary alteration was undertaken, and it was 
carried out, probably by the local quarrymen, in a rough and 
inexpensive way. The proper plan would have been to sub-
stitute for the twelfth and thirteenth-century arches two 
new arches in the same style as the eastern arch and corre-
sponding- in elevation with the two Early English arches on 
the opposite side. The builders, however, left the middle 
arch standing, and made an oblong-shaped pier to support 
the adjoining haunches of his new arch and the thirteenth-
century aroh. The rude pier whioh we now see, with its 
ruder base and capital, was the result. Some people have 
thought that this arch and its rough responds were a work 
of much earlier date, but, apart from the difficulty of tracing-
out the modus operandi in such a ease, the style of masonry 
alone puts that view out of the question. The voussoirs of 
the aroh are very long stones, such as were never used for 
the purpose before the fourteenth century. Moreover, the 
treatment of the surface of the stones, which have roughly-
picked faces and finely drafted edges, was such as did not 
previously come into fashion. Of course the builder never 
meant his work to be pointed with such a kenspeckle material 
•as roman cement. A vertical strip of the oblong pier, 

* By Mr. Street in 1875. It had been blocked up, and was then reopened. 
VOL. XXX, X 
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between the responds on both sides, might well be covered 
with plaster, and the black cement still remaining should be 
picked out, and also out of the joints of the other pillars of 
this arcade, and all the joints should be re-pointed with 
mortar of a light hue. • The appearance of the nave would be 
greatly improved thereby. 

The wall of the south aisle was raised, and the present 
flat roof substituted for the Early English' sloping roof, in 
the fourteenth century, at the same time as similar altera-
tions were made in the north aisle. The stone work of the 
windows is modern. The porch, too, with its procession doors 
in the side-walls and a room above, I believe to have been 
added or rebuilt in the fourteenth century. 

Low down on the face of the east wall of the north tran-
sept may be seen the (stops' of the jambs of the arch 
of a recess, whieh is now blocked, but which formerly con-, 
tained the altar, doubtless, of St. Edmund; and to the right 
there are the mutilated remains of the beautiful piscina of 
the same altar.* The masonry of the jambs shews Early 
English tooling, and the little piscina is an exact re-
production of the style of the double piscina in the 
sanctuary of the church. How far the recess projected 
from the exterior face of the wall cannot be accurately 
decided; but the position of the piscina, outside the recess, 
suggests that its projection was slight. Some indefinite 
signs of its existence still remain on the exterior: there is 
a bit of string-course whioh, though claimed to be Norman, 
may very well be Early English; and some faced stones 
shewing diagonal tooling may very well be Norman stones 
re-used by the Early English builders. I believe that this 
altar-site was wholly constructed in the Early English 
period, either shortly before or at the same time as the 
buUding of the present choir. The crown of westernmost 
window of the north aisle is a little higher than its fellows, 
no doubt for the purpose of avoiding tlie interference of 
light caused by this adjunct to the east wall of the transept. 

* See the little inset in the photograph of the north transept. 
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This Paper contains the results of a purely architectural 
study of the church. Much curious information on other 
matters will be fqund in Canon Scott Eobertson's Paper 
published in Arch. Qant., Vol. XVIII. Mr. A. Hussey's 
abstracts from wills in Testamenta Oantiana should also be 
read. I t will be sufficient here if a list of altars and their 
probable sites be given: the eastward ' enlargement of 
churches in mediseval times was dictated partly hy an 
increase in the number of clerks and a growing elaboration 
of ritual, and partly by a desire to make room for additional 
altars. 

(1) The altar of " t h e High Chancel" was dedicated 
in the name of St. Leonard. (2) I t is probable that the 
south choir-aisle was " the chancel" of Our Lady, St. Mary. 
I t also contained " t h e great chest," from whioh we may 
infer that it served as the treasury of the church. (3) St. 
Katherine: mention is made of a light of Our Lady in the 
aisle of St. Katherine, which probably was the north choir-
aisle. There was a brotherhood of St. Katherine, whose 
light was kept up by the members. (4) The altar of St. 
Edmund, King and Martyr, as we have seen, was situated in 
the north transept, known as the chapel of that saint, where 
the bailiff and jurats of Hythe used to meet in council, 
entering by the sumptuous late-Norman door. (5) The 
chapel of St. James is traditionally placed in the south 
transept, which was rebuilt by ihe Deedes family in 1751. 

A list of lights, implying "images " but not necessarily 
altars, may be added: St. John the Baptist senior, supported 
by a brotherhood; St. John minor; St. Anthony ; Corpus 
Christi; St. Mary of the Assumption; and St. Christopher, 
" i n the aisle of St. Christopher," the site of whioh is 
unknown. 

Mention is made of a " p a i n t i n g " of St. Christopher. 
The only signs of anoient colour left on the walls or pillars 
consist of a consecration cross said to be behind the altar 
of St. Katherine, and of some indications of geometrical 
decoration ou the upper parts of the pillars of the south 
nave-arcade, Each pillar shews, running round i t and 

x 3 
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repeated in three tiers, a design of alternating trefoils and 
semicircles (? or circles), outlined in graffito.. Within these, 
forms the surface is irregularly dotted with stars and halfr 
moons. • ^ 

I t only remains to thank Mr. Dale for his careful 
revision, in proof, of this attempt to elucidate the architec-
tural history of the church which he serves and loves. 
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